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With the development of cloud computing we
can now use SOLAR to work anywhere and at
anytime in a collaborative environment.
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Cloud Working

Modern workspaces are a combination
of individual working and collaborative
spaces yet they both have the same
requirement - privacy. Whether it’s a
private meeting or a concentration space,
the qb Solar range is adaptable enough to
meet those requirements.
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The system comprises of a combination of
straight screens and shaped sections that let
the product flow with the natural environment.
The range has been designed from the floor
up with the latest in acoustic performance
materials built into the product. The qb Solar
range offers the best acoustic performance
of any similar product and is adaptable to
any space with the unique shapes within the
range.
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Communication Space
Be it landline or mobile communication, SOLAR
provides a private space to talk and make that
next big deal.
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Above:
A dual meeting space upholstered in
Kvadrat Maharam Agency. Please note
that when specifying patterned or striped
fabric please contact us for suitability.

Meeting Space
A meeting of more than one
person for a period of 30
minutes or more.

Munching Space
580

A booth for a quick nibble by yourself or
brunch with co-workers when discussing
the next big idea.
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Solar
Booths

Mobility Access
An open entrance to allow wheelchair
access into the booth

SOLAR

Comparing the qb Solar range to other
collaborative screen systems available is
like comparing chalk and cheese, there is
no comparison.
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That’s partly because the system is so unique
as it can be adapted into so many different
forms that to compare it would just not do it
justice.
The amount of options available to you to
change depending upon your needs is huge,
we can provide you with that. The system can
curve and shape your collaborative space or
make private breakout spaces in the busiest of
offices. Take a look at our qb Solar system of
products to enhance your space and improve
your footprint efficiency. Surely there’s
something it can do that enhances your space
and makes it more productive?
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Office Space
Collaborative Space
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A meeting of more than one person for
a period of less than 30 minutes

A place to get to work and be your most innovative
when privacy is the key to performace.

SOLAR
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Clockwise from top left
1) 3 way link:
For linking in three directions, 90° to each other

Time Working
When used in conjunction with shorter shift
patterns a smaller footprint can utilise a space
more efficiently to fit more bodies on seats.

SOLAR

2) 4 way link:
For linking in four directions, 90° to each other

Modular construction lets you get creative
with shapes and functions within the qb
Solar range. The numerous features of qb
Solar allows it to adapt to activities and
tasks within the workspace, providing
true activity based working.

3) curved end screen:

The individual components connect together
with mechanical linking, providing strength
and stability un-rivalled by it’s competitors.
The stabilising feet and brackets also in
the range lets you place worksurfaces and
tabletops throughout the range to make the
system fully adaptable for what you need it to
achieve in your environment.

Connecting screens, 90° to each other

Adding a curved end screen

4) 120° link screen:
Connecting screens, 120° to each other

5) 90° link screen:
Note: can be upholstered with two different colours
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Zone Out

Right:
An agile workspace using a combination
of qb Solar products for activity based
working - linking a task to your location.

If you need a relaxing space to chill out and
get away from it all within a busy space
check out SOLAR personal booths.
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Team Spaces
Where you can work in isolation but still
hold important conversations within a
team environment.

Speaking in
Code

SOLAR

Pinnable Screens
Not only does qb Solar form unique
activity based working booths
but also comes as floor standing
screens that compliment any office
space that requires optimal privacy.

qb Solar Sizes

qb Solar Fabric List

Upholstered Floorstanding Screen

Camira Blazer
Camira Synergy

1320mm high screen
1320mm x 850mm x 60mm
1320mm x 1050mm x 60mm
1500mm high screen
1500mm x 850mm x 60mm
1500mm x 1050mm x 60mm
Upholstered Connecting Screens
3 Way 90° Link
4 Way 90° Link
Single 120° Link
Single 90° Link
Curved End Screen

Note: Other fabrics are available, please contact us for details.

qb Solar Specification
■ 60mm wide
■ Manufactured from hollow core material
■ Floorstanding (FS) as standard
■ Standard heights of: 1320mm & 1500mm
■ Rectangular as standard, other shapes are available
■ Rigid mechanical linking with multi-directional link screens
■ Bespoke sizes and configurations are available
Note: depending upon core material and fabric limitations

Worktop Finishes
25mm MFC with 2mm PVC Edge

Exam Space
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Where privacy and discreation is absolutely
paramount, qb SOLAR provides the answer.

White			

Maple

Light Oak		

Nebraska Oak

SOLAR
+44 (0) 113 387 0139
sales@qb-space.com
www.qb-office.com

